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Subjects treated in a general orthopaedic publication are 
innumerable. Some themes could not be included in a very 
specialized journal or in a technical publication because they 
treat “borderline” subjects such as the biology of healing 
in tissues, patient-related outcomes in a specific procedure, 
or pain management. Other papers that have a difficulty in 
finding a place are participation of vitamins or regimes in 
healing, education in preparation of patients for a specialized 
procedure such as joint replacement, and doctor’s experience 
in introducing new procedures.

We published many such controversial subjects related 
to orthopaedics and conjunctive tissue [1–3]. We published 
papers dealing with the use of specific molecules like 
tranexamic acid during surgery [4–7]. We published also 
papers related to the use of drugs or medications before or 
after surgery as well as regional anaesthetic blocks [8–11]. 
However, the most read and cited borderline papers are dedi-
cated to pain management and blood loss as well as the out-
come studies in controversial subjects [12–15].

Some of the published papers were dedicated to analgesia 
and anaesthesia. For millennia, pain was a major subject for 
both patients and doctors and modern anaesthesia realized 
unbelievable progress in managing pre-operative and post-
operative care as well as the realization of surgery “per se” 
[16, 17]. No surgery without anaesthesia. The surgical team 
includes as pre-requisite the presence of a specialized anes-
thesiologist doctor or assistant. Difficult cases are managed 
correctly with pre-operative and post-operative protocols. 
Many patients are old, presenting comorbidities and chronic 
treatments such as anticoagulants or respiratory medication. 
Patients become more and more demanding and the cases 
become more complex and difficult. Is it reasonable to refuse 

anaesthesia for a patient that is otherwise walking on the 
street, living with family, have 98% oxygen saturation, just 
because he or she is fat? There are obviously some perfect 
anesthesiologists who are obsessed with regime or body fat 
and reject obese patients. By the time of Rubens, fat people 
were considered healthy and prosperous, now we have the 
“Instagram doctor” who would like to set up new standards 
in well-being pushing youngsters to remodel their bodies 
up to an A4 paper width and perform 40 minutes of cardio 
per day. Vegetarians, vegans, bodybuilders, anorexics, drug 
addicts, depressed, chronic respiratory disease patients, Mis-
ter Pickwick, chronic hepatic suffering individuals, trans-
planted people, and so many more, they are all our patients. 
They are in need for chronic treatment and sometimes they 
are also in need for a knee replacement, hip surgery, or 
arthroscopy for fixing a terribly painful shoulder or a bro-
ken ankle. Old, isolated, dependant, alone people without 
families who enjoy being in the hospital for the holidays, 
they all come to see the surgeon and the anesthesiologist. We 
try to understand them all and evaluate their motivations for 
asking medical attention.

Anesthesiologists calculate scores and evaluate patients 
in pre-operative clinics. Usually they accept to take the 
individual, assuming that whatever happens and whatever 
risk we take, they are ready to follow until discharge, until 
the patients could eventually walk on their own feet and 
go home or in a convalescence facility. However, very few 
anesthesiologists follow the patient’s outcomes in long term. 
Studies related to outcomes after difficult surgery with anes-
thesiological challenges are still performed by the surgeons 
who do the post-operative follow-up. Patients with hypoal-
buminemia, anaemia, and poor neurologic conditions are 
seen by the surgeons who evaluate outcomes. Papers related 
to anesthesiological challenges are also written by surgeons 
who do the follow-up evaluation [18].

If a patient performs poorly after surgery, it is usually the 
surgeon’s responsibility to manage complications: phlebitis, 
oedema, superficial and deep infections, nerve impairment, 
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gait and difficulties to integrate home, allergic conditions 
secondary to the wound dressing or medication. Once the 
patient is out of the operating room or from the hospital, the 
only responding individual is the surgeon or the surgeon’s 
team. However, a good anesthesiologist will be able to man-
age, prevent, and cure in a preventive manner the threatening 
conditions before and during surgery and the hospital stay. 
Ideally, their work does not stop immediately as the patient 
is out of the recovery room.

As John Steinbeck wrote in the late 1930s, being empathic 
and compassionate is the key for success. “Try to understand 
men, if you understand each other you will be kind to each 
other. Knowing a man well never leads to hate and nearly 
always leads to love. There are shorter means, many of them. 
There is writing promoting social change, writing punishing 
injustice, writing in celebration of heroism, but always that 
base theme. Try to understand each other.” This is why we 
try to understand all human and medical motivations push-
ing anesthesiologists to work, evaluate, and perform so well, 
saving lives and improving patient’s well-being worldwide. 
The quality of their work and dedication is a part of our 
mutual success for better results with surgery and alternative 
methods of treatment. Publishing anesthesiology papers in 
orthopaedic endeavors is a matter of honor for the team we 
are. For the anesthesiologists who care for us and for our 
patients. This editorial is dedicated to them.
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